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With fellow CAPTains, I uphold the college’s values:
Integrity, Audacity, Compassion, Teachability;

and I ACT to engage communities as an active citizen.

I am the steward of my personal growth
and I ACT upon opportunities.

I am integral to the college community
and I ACT to reach out to its members.

I endeavour to actively contribute to the college
for I am a CAPTain, and will always be one.



This academic year marks a change of guard in 
the leadership of CAPT. Our pioneering Master, 
A/P Adeline Seow, left the college to return to her 
School of Public Health. Adeline led the team that 
commissioned CAPT more than seven years ago 
and secured its position on firm foundations. We are 
grateful to Adeline for her sterling contributions.  

Succeeding Adeline is A/P Gary Tan from the 
School of Computing. Gary has had a long history 
of leadership in the Halls of Residence, so he has 
fitted in smoothly at CAPT. We look forward to a long 
innings by Gary. 

As CAPTsule goes to press, our college, the 
University, and indeed the whole of Singapore is on 
alert arising from the outbreak of the Coronavirus in 
faraway Wuhan. It just shows how connected we 
are to remote corners of this world.This incident also 
reminds us that we have to be on a kind of war-
footing to make sure that even if there are isolated 
cases of contamination we have the will and the 
resources to tackle the emergency effectively. So 
let us all be on the alert, and safeguard the interest 
not only of ourselves but of our neighbour. This is a 
collective endeavour. We have to demonstrate that 
we have the resources and the willpower to do what 
is necessary to contain that fearful threat.  

Mr J Y Pillay
Rector
College of Alice & Peter Tan
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As another academic year draws to a close, we 
commemorate our first year under Master Gary Tan 
with the 5th edition of CAPTsule. We also bid farewell 
to some of our dearest Profs, and warmly welcome 
new Fellows to CAPT.

Looking back, 2020 has marked a rough start to 
the new decade. Many initiatives and events, as well 
as our daily routines, were affected by the outbreak 
of COVID-19. However, it is heartwarming to see 
everyone adapting quickly and supporting one 
another. Let’s continue to face the future bravely and 
look out for one another! 

It is this tenacious spirit, along with the changes in the 
college, that this year’s CAPTsule hopes to capture. 
If our journey is a story, then CAPTsule is our movie 
- the best moments highlighted, the cast members 
featured, and the crew’s efforts honoured. It is a movie 
to celebrate all that we are, and to recognise every 
CAPTain’s contribution to our college. We hope that 
CAPTsule has captured all the quintessential moments 
that make up our CAPT experience. We hope that 
when you read this yearbook, you’ll fondly reminisce 
the memories you have created this year.

I would like to take this opportunity to express my 
sincerest gratitude to my team. To Aarushi, Lydia, 
Qistina and Ye Thu: Thank you for your hard work! 
Thank you for persevering through the weekly dinner 
meetings, late nights, and Telegram spams. Despite 
everyone’s heavy workloads, I’m grateful that you 
have committed your best efforts. It wasn’t easy, but 
we did it! I hope you’ll look back at our journey with 
a sense of fulfilment and pride. I’d also like to thank 
the Pubs Exco - Don, Joan, and Matthew - for their 
endless support, assistance, and cat jokes ;)

Lastly, I’d like to thank everyone - Fellows, Staff, 
Committees, Houses, and CAPTains - for your 
contributions to the yearbook. CAPTsule wouldn’t 
have been possible without your support. Hence, 
this yearbook goes to you, in celebration of our 
experiences in CAPT!

We proudly present to you the 5th edition of 
CAPTsule. Please enjoy! :)

Ng Dawn
Editor-in-Chief
CAPTsule Team, 8th Publicity Committee

I am delighted to be able to write this message for 
CAPTsule for the first time.

The theme this year is aptly called ‘Change’ - for the 
past year, the college has seen many changes, and 
will see many more to come.
 
The biggest change was undoubtedly the stepping 
down of Master Adeline Seow last year. However, as 
someone who cares greatly for students and who 
could not stay away for too long, I am happy to see 
her come back as Vice Dean of Students.
 
We also said goodbye to two great Resident Fellows 
- Siok and Greg from Roc and Phoenix respectively 
- and welcome Reuben and Kankana into our 
Residential Family. We will also be saying goodbye 
to Anne and Lai Yong at the turn of the academic 
year. Hmmm, I really hope all these changes are not 
because of me! 
 
Many CAPTains have been asking me what my 
vision for CAPT is. To be honest, the previous team 
together with you have done such a wonderful job 
upholding the ethos of the college that I do not 
intend to fix that that is not broken. 
 
Since the artistic theme of this issue is on Movies, 
I would just like to pretend that I am Keating in 
Dead Poets Society and urge all CAPTains to ‘seize 
the day’ and together set sail on our journey into 
chartered as well as unchartered territories.
 
Lastly, it has been a trying time for all of us during 
this COVID-19 crisis. Stay safe and healthy!

Gary Tan
Master
College of Alice & Peter Tan
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How did you work with other members of CAPT’s 
“Production Crew”? [Production Crew: Fellows and Staff]
Mainly through one-on-one support-cum-mentoring time 
with a few individual CAPTains.
Would you consider yourself to be more of a “behind the 
scenes”, or “in front of the camera” person?
At CAPT, definitely behind the scenes
What’s your favourite movie?
Lord of the Rings.

How did you work with other members of CAPT’s 
“Production Crew”? [Production Crew: Fellows and Staff]
I’m actually an introvert! But I’ve learnt to ‘perform for the 
camera’ when teaching, to hopefully help my students 
engage with learning. This is particularly nerve-wracking 
for my History lectures in FASS!
What’s your favourite movie?
Like many other boys of my generation, my favourite 
movie is “Star Wars” (1977). It made a huge impact on 
us as kids, similar to the Marvel movies today.

The Production Crew is the backbone of college life 
here in CAPT. Much like a movie, where this crew is 
busy handling everything from vision to logistics, the 
direction, academics and administration are deftly 
handled by our dear Fellows and Staff. And for their 
unwavering support to our college, we thank them...
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PRODUCTION 
CREW
FELLOWS AND STAFF

FELLOWS

BRUCE
LOCKHART

DANIEL
JEW

What’s your favourite movie?
“Mary and Max” is one of my favourite movies. Based on 
a true story, this clay animation tells the tale of a 20-year 
pen-friendship between an eight-year-old girl in Mel-
bourne, Mary, and a 44-year-old man in New York, Max. 
Mary is a lonely girl and Max is an ‘Aspie’. Through their 
relationship, the director explores themes of loneliness, 
mental health issues, and friendship. This quirky film is 
uplifting, heartwarming and hilarious all at the same time.

ANGIE
TAN



How did you work with other members of CAPT’s 
“Production Crew”? [Production Crew: Fellows and Staff]
Everyone is a door (or cubicle) away and ready to give 
advice and support. The team works well together.
What’s your favourite movie?
“Idiocracy”. It was hilarious when I first watched it, but it’s 
not so funny now that it is prescient.
If a guest comes to CAPT, what food would you 
recommend to them?
Malay food! It’s great this year. Other than that, Theme 
Night cuisine is interesting and tasty as well. My dinner 
decision making process looks like this: does the 
Chinese noodle station offer chili padi tonight? If yes, 
take the noodles. If no, walk to the Malay cuisine station.

If a guest comes to CAPT, what food would you 
recommend to them?
As an expat who has lived in Singapore for the last 8 
years, I would recommend Milo drink for the guest. I 
believe Milo is one of the popular local drinks, along with 
Kopi O and Kopi C, and I am so used to these drinks 
that I would opt for them as my first choice.

What’s your favourite movie?
“Blade Runner” (1993 Director’s cut and 1982 original). 
This cult film inspired many subsequent science fiction 
movies. It shows a dark, dystopian future where a retired 
policeman hunts down synthetic humans (replicants) 
who escape to Earth in 2019. The visuals and dialogues 
are haunting, and Rutger Hauer’s final words about the 
meaning of life is unusually poetic.

How did you work with other members of CAPT’s 
“Production Crew”? [Production Crew: Fellows and Staff]
I work collaboratively with the “Production Crew” of 
CAPT. I was hired as a Research Fellow, a new position 
then created in the college. So, apart from teaching, I 
have contributed to the research scene in CAPT and 
have done that by collaborating with more than a dozen 
former and current Fellows in different teaching and 
learning research projects.
If a guest comes to CAPT, what food would you 
recommend to them?
I like the breakfast food at the DH rather than the 
dinners, so if I had to recommend to a guest I think I will 
recommend having breakfast at the DH.

How did you work with other members of CAPT’s 
“Production Crew”? [Production Crew: Fellows and Staff]
We work as a team, complementing each other, with 
each of us having specific roles and responsibilities. We 
are always exploring ways to foster growth in CAPTains, 
both within our specific departments and as a whole 
college.
What’s your favourite movie?
The “Star Wars” movie series – May the Force be With 
You.
If a guest comes to CAPT, what food would you 
recommend to them?
Since I think the new caterer prepares good Malay food, I 
would recommend that to guests of CAPT.
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LINDA
MATAR

REUBEN
WONG

KANKANA
MUKHOPADHYAY

SEOW
TECK KEONG

How did you work with other members of CAPT’s 
“Production Crew”? [Production Crew: Fellows and Staff]
Team work on modules and STEER trips.
Would you consider yourself to be more of a “behind the 
scenes”, or “in front of the camera” person?
Both, I like being in front of the camera or class. But I 
also enjoy team building behind the scenes so things run 
smoothly.

KEVIN
MCGAHAN

JOELLE
LAI



How did you work with other members of CAPT’s 
“Production Crew”? [Production Crew: Fellows and Staff]
We are unique individuals with our own quirks! It’s 
challenging but good to have different perspectives when 
discussing issues.
Would you consider yourself to be more of a “behind the 
scenes”, or “in front of the camera” person?
I am the bossy eldest sister in my family! So, I guess I am 
more like the “take-charge” type of person.
What’s your favourite movie?
“Il Postino: The Postman” (1994) - It’s a story filled with 
love, poetry, courage, and what’s important in life.

What’s your favourite movie?
My favourite movies are the “Star Wars” movies. I grew 
up watching Star Wars movies as they were released. I 
love the theme song, I played it with my school band as 
a student. Additionally, it reflects the human condition of 
how easy it is to cross to the dark side. More importantly, 
Star Wars movies always provide me with hope - good 
will always triumph. May the Force be with you! 
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How did you work with other members of CAPT’s 
“Production Crew”? [Production Crew: Fellows and Staff]
There are so many things we work together on and I 
would summarise it into 3 steps:
(1) Engage and consult (find out the problem); (2) Ideate 
and discuss (possible implications); (3) Monitor and 
reflect (implement solutions and monitor the progress).
Would you consider yourself to be more of a “behind the 
scenes”, or “in front of the camera” person?
It depends on the situation. If there is someone leading 
it and more support is needed, I am happy to be behind 
the scenes. If the situation needs someone to front 
a project, handle FAQs or present critical information 
succinctly, then I can be in front too.

What’s your favourite movie?
My favorite movie recently is a Japanese comedy film 
called “What a Wonderful Family!” directed by Yoji 
Yamada. What is interesting is that the Japanese title 
actually means “What a Painful Family!”. I enjoyed the 
light-hearted way a host of serious social and family 
issues challenging today’s aging society are depicted 
through a typical three-generational (disappearing ideal) 
middle-class family in a Japanese (or China) suburb. 

THANG
LENG LENG

How did you work with other members of CAPT’s 
“Production Crew” [Production Crew: Fellows and Staff]
I had the privilege of being part of the ‘Production Crew’ 
from the pre-production stage led by our first Master, 
A/P Adeline Seow, in late 2011. I have enjoyed the 
creative process of drafting the storyboard for Angsana 
College to RC3 to Angsana again, the script writing 
and I-ACTing of the continuing story of CAPT with the 
current team and CAPTains, directed by our new Master, 
A/P Gary Tan.
 Would you consider yourself to be more of a “behind the 
scenes”, or “in front of the camera” person?
I prefer to be behind the camera.

WONG
SOON FEN

TOH
TAI CHONG

SIOK KUAN
TAMBYAH

TAN MAY CHIN,
THERESA

What’s your favourite movie?
“The Pianist”. 
What are you most excited for coming into CAPT?
“Friendliness” is the only word I can think of!

LYNNE YANG

What’s your favourite movie?
“Freedom Writers” (2007). The impact teaching can make on 
students’ lives never left my mind.
What are you most excited for coming into CAPT?
The penchant for experiential learning! The importance given to 
experiential learning at CAPT is a big draw for me as a teacher 
and researcher, given my own training in qualitative sociology.

LAVANYA BALACHANDRAN
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Where will your next stage take you?
I have been appointed Director of the 
Engineering Scholars Programme at 
the NUS Faculty of Engineering. After 
six exciting and fulfilling years at CAPT, 
I took the difficult decision of leaving 
the college to focus on my duties at the 
Faculty of Engineering.

Any parting words to your cast?
It has been a fantastic time at CAPT. 
Interacting with students and Fellows 
from such different backgrounds was 
extremely enriching, way beyond my 
expectations when I joined. It is an 
opportunity for which I will always be 
grateful for.

What was your favourite spot (location) in 
CAPT?
The coffee machine in the Master’s 
Commons!

ALBERTO
CORRIAS

Where will your next stage take you?
I am going back to full-time teaching and 
researching in my Sociology Department.

Any parting words to your cast? 
Keep on evolving.

What was your favourite spot (location) in CAPT?
Definitely the lounge on the 8th floor where I 
can sit down, put my feet on the table, read the 
newspaper and chit chat with the students.

ANNE
RAFFIN

FAREWELLFAREWELL

Where will your next stage take you?
My wife and I are planning to go back 
into rural community development 
work. God willing – to live and work 
in a low-income community; helping 
to affirm family life and support local 
environmental job creation.

Any parting words to your cast? 
CAPT is an amazing community for 
us to learn as we serve. I have learnt 
so much from CAPTains who put their 
hearts, hands and thought into the CAPT 
community and beyond. I think back 
of own experiences in remote Yunnan, 
China. Some started a farm. As the farm 
grew, others came to harvest. One wise 
farmer told me: the good man will tend 
to the roots. Don’t just come because 
there are fruits. For future CAPTains – 
come to work hard on the roots; come 
to make CAPT better.

TAN
LAI YONG

Where will your next stage take you?
On a completely different kind of 
adventure. While RVRC is a residential 
college, the groove of it is completely 
different. I look forward to learning to 
dance the dance of life with the people 
on The Ridge!

Any parting words to your cast? 
Angsana/CAPT was an amazing 
experience. Many people embraced 
my family and me and made us feel like 
valued members of the community. We 
tried to do the same for others. Others 
have done the same for you. I hope 
you always continue to do the same for 
others, in and beyond CAPT.

What was your favourite spot (location) in 
CAPT?
Allow me to use “spot,” not as a noun, 
but a verb, to look and notice. To “spot” 
my memory I look at everywhere I was 
with the Firebirds and art activities, 
workshop and excursions with the 
students. May the images remain as 
clear in the future as they are today.

GREG DEAN
PETERSEN

FELLOWSFELLOWS
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What’s the busiest time of the day for you?
Lunch time – need to walk to and fro from either Fine Food or 
Food Clique, think about what to eat, queue and wait for my 
order, find seats in the crowded food court, eat and have a 
good break, all in an hour!
Who is your favourite actor/actress? Why? What’s your favourite 
show of theirs?
I have no particular favourite. It depends on the show (drama, 
movie or variety) that I’m watching. For example, my favourites 
in the Marvel Cinematic Universe are “The Avengers”, and my 
favourite in Running Man is Song Ji Hyo.

What’s the busiest time of the day for you?
Morning, especially Mondays when there are tons of 
emails accumulated over the weekends!
Who is your favourite actor/actress? Why? What’s your 
favourite show of theirs?
None, I am the rare breed that seldom watches TV. 
However, in general, I like Marvel movies.

LEE MENG CHOO NG KENG BOON

What’s the busiest time of the day for you?
Usually before 11am or after 3pm, which are the times when 
CAPTains go to lessons or come back after their lessons.
Who is your favourite actor/actress? Why? What’s your favourite 
show of theirs? 
Fann Wong. Been a fan ever since she started out. She was 
one of the first Mediacorp actresses to star in a movie, and 
also the first Singaporean actress to star in a Hollywood movie 
(Shanghai Knights starring Jackie Chan and Owen Wilson). 

CHRISTOPHER
ONG ENG SENG

What’s the busiest time of the day for you?
My busiest time of the day is ALL the time!!! (Is our boss 
reading this?) 
Who is your favourite actor/actress? Why? What’s your 
favourite show of theirs?
I love DORAEMON! Why? Because it’s blue, round, cute 
and stress-free. My favourite show is “Chronicle of the 
Moon Exploration”. Try watching it; you’ll be surprised that 
an anime movie can be so touching. 

DEFIE TANOTO

STAFF SCRIPTS
ACADEMICS
The script is what actors follow - it is what tells the 
story of a movie, from beginning to end. CAPT, like 
all other RCs, is centred around the UTown College 
Programme (UTCP). In some ways, the modules that 
we take (Junior/Senior Seminars and Ideas & Exposition 
modules) give us direction and instruction like scripts; it 
is a hallmark of the academic rigour in CAPT. 

However, sometimes actors ad-lib or improvise from 
what is prepared, which may result in new and refreshing 
scenes…



The Backstage Crew works hard to keep things 
in order behind the scenes. The most iconic shots 
in history - think Rose & Jack on the Titanic, Holly 
Golightly traipsing towards Tiffany, or even White 
Chicks’ everlasting humour - could not have been 
done without a huge team that worked tirelessly to 
keep the lighting, sound, and other components in 
tip-top condition for the final, momentous scene. 
CAPT’s very own backstage crew, the CSC and 
Committees, take charge of running the college way 
before the director yells ‘action!’. Here is our tribute 
to them. 

12

BACKSTAGE
CREW
COMMITTEES



“Presidency has been a 
deep privilege and while 

it has been hectic, I will truly 
miss getting to listen to and 

learn from so many CAPTains”
-Clarissa

“I’ve grown to embrace challenges in 
order to have the courage to take 

risks”
  -Rachel

“I feel privileged to have worked 
alongside capable directors 

who have taught me a lot 
through their constant 
commitment to creating 

a safe and enriching 
environment for all 

CAPTains”
-Matthew

“I am constantly inspired by these driven and 
passionate individuals who constantly care with their 

hearts for CAPTains and beyond”
-Samantha

“Our jobs may not always 
be the easiest, but it’s been 
made even more worth it with 

you guys by my side”
-Kaylene

“I’ve learnt how to work with different people and 
appreciate their strengths. It has been an honour 

to serve and love”
-Faith

“From community partners to friends, each 
individual has taught me the value of humility. As we 
transform the heart, head and hands of CAPTains 

— I too, have been transformed”
-Justin Chia

“It has been a fun learning experience. I have 
been exposed to various perspectives and 

opinions”
-Ankitha

“It’s been an amazing journey so far. I have learnt so 
much from every individual that I’ve met “

-Justin Lim

“A fulfilling journey of growth and learning, 
travelling alongside my fellow VD and SAC 
members, who made the strongest team 

together”
-Jie Han

“I am inspired by 
everyone I have 
worked with and I 

value the bonds that I 
have forged this year”

-Boon Ghim

“The passion of the people I work with has 
helped foster a safe space to grow my own 

passions”
-Emil

1413

COLLEGE  STUDENTS’ 
COMMITTEE CSC

The ACE Wing of CAPT is a platform that provides 
opportunities for CAPTains to engage with the 

wider society around us, in the hopes of inculcating 
empathy, compassion and active citizenship. Every 
Community Engagement experience encompasses 

constant learning and reflection — prompting us to ask 
ourselves not only what can be done, but also how we 

may allow empathy to manifest in our daily lives. 

ACTIVE 
COMMUNITY

ENGAGEMENT
ACE

CLARISSA CHOO PRESIDENT  EMIL KUAH INTERNAL VICE PRESIDENT  TEO FAITH EXTERNAL VICE PRESIDENT  
TAN BOON GHIM FINANCE SECRETARY  ANKITHA RAJARAM GENERAL SECRETARY  

JUSTIN CHIA ACE DIRECTOR  JUSTIN LIM EXA DIRECTOR  KAYLENE TOH CLUBSOCS DIRECTOR
MATTHEW QIU PUBLICITY DIRECTOR  NAH JIE HAN SAC DIRECTOR 

RACHEL LIM SI DIRCTOR  SAMANTHA YAP SPORTS DIRECTOR  
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CAPT 
in SILENCE

ELDERLY

TASEK JURONG

CAPT in 
the DARK

CAPTspark PACE

MIGRANTS 
COMM

KINDLE

KINDLE+

CONSTELLATIONS
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Aiming to create a vibrant and welcoming arts and culture scene 
for all in CAPT, ClubSocs oversees the Clubs and Societies 
Interest Groups as well as organize arts-related events such as 
Open Mics and Arts Showcase! Aside from spontaneous fun 
outings, we meet bi-weekly to keep each other updated.

We plan alumni events to allow those who have left CAPT to 
reconnect with their fellow ex-CAPTains and Fellows, and also 
Inter-College events for our CAPTains to foster bonds with other 
colleges. We meet every Thursday when there’s an event coming 
up!

CLUB AND SOCIETIES CLUBSOCS

EXTERNAL AFFAIRS EXA

We uphold the internal and external image of the college through 
various platforms such as lift design and social media. We also 
produce CAPT’s annual yearbook, CAPTsule, which CAPTains 
are always looking forward to! We meet our subcommittees on a 
weekly basis!

PUBLICITY PUBS

The SI wing plans and executes innovative projects to help different 
communities. This year, we are working with elderly with dementia 
and youths at risk. We also hold various workshops and talks 
with external speakers for CAPTains to help them understand our 
projects. Our team usually meets every Monday night.

SOCIAL INNOVATION [SI] WING 
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We are in charge of creating the sports culture and scene in 
CAPT. We take care of the different sports Interest Groups and 
organize events for CAPT. Our small-scaled events include health 
awareness weeks, while our larger-scaled events are Inter-
Neighbourhood Games (ING) and Inter-College Games (ICG). We 
meet bi-weekly, usually on Sunday nights.

SPORTS

BEYOND EXPECTATIONS

Arts Showcase is an annual production where the various performing Interest Groups (IGs) in CAPT can come together 
to put up a collaborative show. It is a milestone event that allows performers to challenge themselves in a formal setting 
and broaden their perspectives through inter-IG collaboration. By presenting thought-provoking theatrical acts and 
musical pieces, Arts Showcase seeks to become a platform for CAPTains to better understand and appreciate the fine 
arts. The respective sub-committees for Arts Showcase meet regularly to work out the intricacies involved with putting 
up a production. The entire committee meets up when required to update one another on their progress.

Beyond Expectations is a mentoring program that works in 
collaboration with Beyond Social Services to reach out to youths 
living in the rental flats in Redhill and Tiong Bahru. We hope to 
provide a safe space and platform in the community for these 
youths to interact in and develop a social support network within 
the community.

ARTS SHOWCASE

STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE SAC
SAC organises events such as Welcome Back Dinner and 
Inter-Neighbourhood Shield (INS) and prepares welfare packs to 
encourage CAPTains. We take care of both CAPTains and our 
own committee! We meet up weekly for meetings and on the 
side, we meet with the relevant sub-teams when we need to.
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Our objective is to bring CAPT to people, and to bring people to CAPT. We look for 
people whom we can expose the university and residential experience to, engaging them 
as a way to broaden perspectives (including our own), introduce the RCs of NUS, and 
hopefully attract some future CAPTains as well. This goes by way of tours, talks, and 
even just engagement sessions. We meet once a month to discuss and share our own 
reflections from external engagements. 

Our committee is organising CAPT’s flagship biennial event, CAPTISS. We aim to give 
student researchers who are passionate about community engagement a platform to 
showcase their work. CAPTISS 2020 aims to engage CAPTains with the objective of 
expanding and providing new perspectives on social issues through this academic 
symposium.

CAPT AMBASSADORS

CAPT STUDENT SYMPOSIUM CAPTISS

CAPT Support aims to raise awareness about mental wellness and mental 
illnesses as well as to provide CAPTains with emotional support. We meet 
about once or twice a week. 

Community Engagement (CE) Day aims to provide a starting platform for 
CE, a key part of CAPT’s ethos, for freshmen during FOC. We do this by 
collaborating with various community partners for CAPTains to engage with 
them in various activities planned by our own committee members.

CAPT SUPPORT

CE DAY 2019
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The Community Engagement Festival (CE Fest) Committee carries out various roles 
such as liaising with partners, planning reflection questions, booking venues and 
promoting CE Fest to CAPTains. We can often be seen working tirelessly to ensure that 
CE Fest runs smoothly for nearly 200 participating CAPTains. Each subcommittee meets 
on an average of once a week, but we all work very closely with each other.

The FOC committee oversees the different aspects of CAPT’s 2019 orientation camp, 
such as the handling of logistics, finances, and the planning of activities. We work 
together to make our camp enjoyable for both the incoming freshmen and seniors 
involved! We don’t really have a fixed meeting day and usually meet up whenever 
necessary.

CE FEST

FRESHMEN ORIENTATION CAMP 2019
FOC

We are in charge of organising Open Day to showcase what CAPT is like to 
visitors or prospective students. We hope to showcase CAPT as a warm and 
welcoming place and encourage students to apply to CAPT. We do not meet 
up as a full committee regularly but we do meet up in our respective sub-
committees to plan and organise our programme.

The Rag & Flag committee aims to raise awareness and fundraise for New 
Hope Community Services. Instead of aiming on hitting a target profit, our 
main objective is to inform more people about CAPT’s Flag beneficiary. To raise 
funds, we sold CAPT EZ-Link cards in 2019. We also organised Flag Day for 
AY19/20, which happened the day after FOC. Overall, we make a great team!

OPEN DAY

RAG AND FLAG 2019
R&F 



Of course, it is the actors who are the 
ones that bring a story to life. They 
command the show; they are the 
show. Enter our 5 houses, the stars of 
CAPT: Roc, Dragon, Garuda, Phoenix, 
and Tulpar. 

Individually and collectively, we make 
up the lifeblood of the college. Through 
day-to-day interactions and special 
events, we have crafted a story that 
is unique, harmoniously diverse, and 
special.
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Ananth Shanmugam | Ang, Yong Kiat Bryan | Ang, Jo Yeu Joel | Ang, Joshua | ‘Asyura Iklil Iman | Beh, Hui Xin Leticia | Boh, Duang Sey | Chan, Wei Hua Colin | Chan, Sean | Chew, 
Jacob | Chew, Si Hui  | Chew, Si Jing | Chia, Jun Xuan Justin | Chia, Rui Han | Chiam, Ryan | Chiang, Shih Ern | Chin, Daniel | Chin, Jun Jiang | Chinone, Risa | Chng, Li Bin Alicia | 
Choo, Hui Zhi | Choo, Jia Ying | Chua, Xin Tong Chelsea | Coupland Nazreen | Fernando, M. W. Sheryl | Fong, Kai Jun Benjamin | Forest, Christabella | Goh, En Ci Gabriel | Goh, Jia 
Ying Ameline | Han, Benn | Ho, Charlotte | Ho, Cheryl Anne | Ho, Timothy | Hou, Xin’ An | Huang, Weijie | Jeffri Mustafa | Jermann, Tizian Lars | Jiang, Yi Xuan | Julianne, Angelica 
| Kaur D/O Kulwant Singh, Gurpreet | Khoo, Shao Qi Josiah Ezekiel | King, Sarah | Koh, Jia Wen Tricia | Kong, Tze Shiuan | Lam, Samuel | Lau, Xer Min Nicole | Le Faucheur, Cylia 
Anais | Lee, Cai De | Lee, Gek Ching | Lee, Shi Min Deborah | Lee, Yi Xin Eunice | Lee, Zhi Ying | Leo, Shi Yu Clarrence | Leow, Ting Yang | Lew, Jie Sheng Jay | Lim, De Wei | Lim, Jia 
Ying Jeslin | Lim, Justin | Lim, Shi Yun | Lim, Wai Kit | Lim, Wei Xiang Cavin | Lim, Xuan Hui Rachel | Lim, Ze Yong Leslie | Liu, Ruiteng | Liu, Tze Yeung | Loh, Hui Min Ashley | Loh, 
Timothy | Loh, Ying Xin | Loo, Mun Hong Bryan | Look, Shern Kai Caleb | Low, Li Ying Elysia | Loye, Hean Yong Gabriel | Ma, Qingyue | Muhammad Rafiqi Bin Leman | Neo, Si Jie 
Lynn | Ng, Jia Hui | Ng, Andrew | Ng, Edley | Ng, Jun Wei | Ng, King Yin Michael Jeremy | Ng Wen Wei, Victoria | Novakovic, Nicholas | Nurbatrisyia Bte Yazid | Ohenhen, Cynthia | 
Ong, Hui Xian | Ong, Xin Kai | Pang, Wai Kye | Peh, Zhi Qian Justin | Phua, Joel | Phua, Si Qi  Vanessa | Png, Jeremy | Quek, Qi Xin Rachel | Riaz Ahamed | Rohrer, Josiah Paco Miro 
Joel | Rozario, Sarah | Schroeder, Gabrielle Annette | Sharma, Roshni | Shi, Zheng Yan | Sia, Wei Jiun Ivan | Sing, Kai Qing Queenie | Singh, Nikki Harnoor | Soh, Yang Le Arthur | 
Sujay Gadiraju | Sumana Sumathi Prasad | Tahirah Rebekkah Fayth Holder | Tan, Andrea | Tan, Charmaine | Tan, Elliot | Tan, Ginn | Tan Jun Heng, Cornelius | Tan, Max | Tan, Shilin 
Rachel | Tan, Tiffany | Tan, Yan Sheng | Tan, Yu Xin | Tan, Zheng Hao, Marcus | Tay, Sin-E | Tay, Xi Cheng Don | Teo, Jiunn Jeff | Teo, You Qun | Tho, Qian Wen | Tjoa, Michelle Angelina 
| Tjong, Samuel Kristianto | Van Der Voort, Mirte | Varela Lores, Paula | Varma, Kapil Kerala | Venu Selvan | Wang, Minghao | Wang, Tian Tong | Wong, Jayvinn | Wong, Jiaying Clarice 
| Wu, Claudia | Yak, Jie Lin Charlene | Yang, Mei | Yao, Yihang | Ye Thu | Ye, Justin | Yong, Zhi En Jerome | Zhang, Wanlin | Zheng, Cheng
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ANDREA TAN; MARCUS TAN  HOUSE HEADS  ASHLEY LOH; JEFF TEO GEN SEC  
RIAZ AHAMED FIN SEC JIANG YI XUAN; ELLIOT TAN; CHARLOTTE HO; CAVIN LIM; 

CHIA RUI HAN EXTERNAL AFFAIRS  LESLIE LIM; PANG WAI KYE; ASYURA IKLIL LEVEL IN CHARGE 
JOEL PHUA; LOH YING XIN; TIFFANY TAN NING; EDLEY NG; MIHINDUKULASOORIYA 

WADUGE SHERYL FERNANDO CREATIVES



[ENTER Lydia.]
[ENTER Roc.]

Lydia: Describe your ‘character’ and what makes 
you unique.

Roc: ROCkers stay on Level 3 to 5, making us 
some of the most grounded people! Puns aside, 
in ROC, while everyone might be involved in their 
own things, we still try to support each other to 
make ROC a welcoming place for everybody. We 
try our bestest in whatever we do, but ultimately, 
want to make sure that we are there for each 
other!

Lydia: What stereotypical movie character describes 
the house?

Roc: The Jester. The best thing ROCkers know 
how to do is really to chill and have fun. We love 
a good joke, cracking it or laughing at it even if 
it means laughing at ourselves. These smiles, 
laughter and fun are centred around our people. 
Our people come first and when it really matters, 
ROCkers do whatever we can, big or small, to 
help each other and the house. 

Lydia: What was your funniest take? Any special 
character feature?

Roc: When we bought lou hei without vegetables 
and wanted to use indomie instead.
The second memorable incident is when a 
group of ROCkers started ‘Suitesnips’ to bring 
transformative haircuts right to ROCkers’ 
doorsteps.

Lydia: What is one thing you’ll miss about house 
comm? 

Marcus: The diversity of people interacting in one 
room.

Ashley: Definitely the people, especially our 
dearest House Heads.

Yixuan: I’ll miss our weekly meetings and Jeff and 
Ashley’s telepathic convos. 

Leslie: I will miss the camaraderie in house comm 
as well as the care and concern we have for one 
another! :)
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ROC
Roc has been a wonderful ride this past year, 

with new faces and old faces all coming 
together in this place we call home. Even 

with everyone balancing between being 
a student and committing to 1001 other 

things, we still make time to do smol 
things and interact with people in Roc 

who make things great. 

As we look back, these precious 
memories will definitely stay on!



Ai, Xiaoyun | Ang, Angelica | Ang, Chloe | Ang, Max | Ang, Yan Ang | Auziere, Thibaud Bernard Francois | Cai Zhuo | Canet, Noemie Marie Canelle | Chan, E Hueen | Chan, Keng Wee 
| Chan, Zhini | Chee, Guo Ee | Chew, Chong Wei Joel | Chew, Keith | Chia, Joy | Chin, Quinn | Choo, Clarissa | Chow, Norman | Chua, Gillian | Chua, Jia Xuan Tiffany | Chua Mint 
Sheen Grace | Danjon Guillaume, Alexandre | Dhanabalan Senthil Kumar | Dhatri Reddy Prodduturi | Do, Thi Minh Tam | Du, De Xuan Sherry | Foo, Sek Jian Darren | Geetika Lakhani 
| Goh, Jia Jun | Goh, Yoke Peng | Guo, Yisheng | He, Ting | Heng, Jiayi | Ho, Jia Hui Estelle | Ho, Pei Juan | Hoe, Yilin Sharon | Hong, Si Meng | Hosokawa, Hinako | Kheng, Brandon 
| Kojro, Maciej | Kwan, Shi Ting | Lam, Cheryl | Lau, Lip Siong Abraham | Lee, Jasmine | Lee, Suen Keat Luke-John | Li Yinuo, Oliver | Liaw, Siew Yee | Liew, Donovan | Lim, Daniel | 
Lim, En Ci | Lim, Jed Reuben | Lim, Jiayi Edward | Lim, Ming Jie | Lim, Qilei Daniel | Lim, Rei Hrn | Lim, Shan Jie Darren | Lim, Yan Yi | Lim, Zi Yang | Ling, Jia Le Pierre | Lopez, Julian 
| Lopez, Melissa | Loye, Hean Wei Jeremy | Lum, Xin Ying Joaquim | Marinelli, Quentin Francis Albert | Maureen Dulci Van Buiten | Minowa Urano, Vitor Hideki | Mohamed Farouq 
Mohamed (Ryan) | Mulia, Fabian | Nabilla Zhafira Harahap | Nadia Atiqah | Ng, Chen Thong Thaddeus | Ng, Dawn | Ng, Wei Keane Neville | Nuryn Alfiah Baiduri| Nuryn Qistina Suhaimi 
| Oh, Matthias | Ong, Yi Jing Regine | Ong, Zheng Wen Zachary | Ouchi, Naho | Pekki, Sini Iida Liisa | Phua, Xuan Ru | Poon, Cherie | Qiu, Matthew | Quek, Yu Yi | Rajaram, Ankitha 
| Rodriguez | Arias, Gabriela Alejandra | Seah, Chan Kwang Milton | See, Mei Ting Celine | See, Sin Yee (Claire) | Shen, Chuan Yefu| Sia, Bing Tao | Sih, Jason | Singh, Aarushi | Soh, 
Sammi | Stoll, Mark-Konstantin | Tam, Zher Min | Tan, Andrea | Tan, Boon Ghim | Tan, Cheng Liang | Tan, Chin Hong Gabriel | Tan, E-Jynn | Tan, Farid | Tan, Hui Xian Cheryl | Tan, 
Jia Ying Estelle | Tan, Li Cheng Julia | Tan, Kai Qun Jeremy | Tan, Koh Wee Gavin | Tan, Leonard| Tan, Rongjun Daryl | Tan, Wei Ji Dexter | Tan, Wei Lin | Tan, Yan Ling Annabel | Tan, 
Yan Xi Aaron | Tan, Zhi Han Abel | Taranya Gandhi | Tay, Yong Wei Kevin | Ten, Shawn | Teo, Faith | Teoh, Jer Suen | Teoh, Sook Min | Tho, Casilda | Toh, Zechariah | Tronco Valencia, 
Jesus Jose | Wang, Jiayu | Wang, Yong Yi | Wight, Lisa Michelle | Wijaya, Owen | Wong, Mun Rui Serena | Wong, Zi Xuan Benjamin | Wu, Shuqing | Yap, Samantha | Yee, Yvette | Yeh, 
Tammie | Yeo, Zhi Hui Benjamin | Yoong, Jia En Jordan | Yow, Carmen | Yu, Kailin | Zhang, Chuyi | Zhang, Keyan | Zhao, Yitian | Zhao, Yi Meng
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DRAGON
MING JIE LIM; SERENA WONG  HOUSE HEADS  CLAIRE SEE GEN SEC  

KEITH CHEW FIN SEC REI HRN LIM; GRACE CHUA ; GAVIN TAN WELFARE  
DHANABALAN SENTHIL KUMAR; YOKE PENG GOH SPORTS AND GAMES 

NEVILLE NG; OLIVER LI CREATIVES



[ENTER Aarushi.]
[ENTER Dragon.]

Aarushi: Describe your ‘character’ and what makes you 
unique.

Dragon: We are often confused with what to call 
ourselves. Dragonites? Dragoners? Just Dragons? 
The confusion doesn’t just stop there! It continues to 
perpetuate in our everyday conversations and banter 
because of how weirdly unique and childish we all 
are! We do our best to love and accept everyone for 
who they are! We try our best to make our house 
a safe space for everyone to be themselves, and 
we support one another through our many ups and 
downs. After all, it is our combined uniqueness that 
makes Dragon who we are today! And we’re not 
dinosaurs!

Dragon 
has been really warm 
and cosy – a place most can call home! 
Despite being crazily involved in multiple CAPT and external 
commitments, Dragons do try and make the time for one 
another in their own unique ways. It has truly been a sincere 
and heartwarming experience in this loving community. 

DRAGON
Aarushi: What stereotypical movie character 

describes the house? 

Dragon: Our house can be best described as 
the Jester. We love laughing at each other’s 
quirks, but also end up laughing at our own! 
Dragon is always cheery and one will never 

fail to hear loud howls of laughter every single 
day (from a few certain individuals). Daily 

banter aside, we are a house that is genuine, 
pure of heart and truly caring for one another. 

We make a conscious effort to be inclusive 
and to look out for one another, creating a 

space that is safe.

Aarushi: What was your funniest take? Any 
special character feature?

Our Dragon House Committee (and we’re 
sure almost the entirety of Dragon) agrees 
that poking fun at our House Head, Ming 

Jie, has been the most consistently funny 
experience in Dragon. Whenever he makes a 

mistake, everyone openly berates him for it. In 
contrast, everyone is also overly protective of 
Serena, our other House Head, which makes 

the situation even more hilarious. 

Individually, our Dragons are full of quirks. 
They are skilled in many areas – be it those 

who are musically-inclined in singing, playing 
instruments, magic tricks, dance moves, or 

even cooking/baking! We also love having 
weird and fun conversations over food! We 

have our all-time favourite Boon Ghim and his 
awkward conversations on climate change, 
and Pei Juan with her terrible geographical 

skills. 

Aarushi: What is one thing you’ll miss about 
house comm?

Claire: I think I will really miss the weekly 
opportunity for everyone to just come 

together and banter, as we discuss our events 
during the meeting.

Keith: Gonna miss planning and seeing the 
house come together and bond from the 

events that we organised together.

Rei Hrn: One thing I’ll miss: the jokes, 
banter and fun we have whenever we have 

discussions or work together.

Dhana: I will miss our weekly house comm 
meetings - I know that Sunday nights will 

never be the same without rushing back to 
CAPT and missing out on night life, just to 

see my fellow House Comm members.
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Aldora, Narda | Ang, Hui Kai David | Ang, Jedi | Ang, Kai Qi | Beh, Timothy | Cao, Qin | Carissa Cheow | Chan, Xian Ci Cassandra | Chang, Ting Yu | Chen, Ching Kuang | Chen, Meng 
Jia | Chen, Zixuan | Cheng, Shiyun | Cheung, Chun Man | Cheung, Hoi Lam | Chia, Cui Ting Charlene | Chia, Zong Wei | Chin, Jiamin Deborah | Chin, Keen Tat | Chin, Shu Wen Kellie 
| Chiu, Wei Na | Chok, Kay-Lyn Amanda | Chong, E-Lyn | Chong, Jie Ning Ruth | Chong, Kyra | Chu, Ching Ying Lavinia | Chua, Ann Synn Hannah | Chue, Glen | Felsberg, Maximilian 
Benedikt | Fun, Laney | Gao, Haochun | Garcia, Cynthia Debbie | Goh Choon Howe, Joshua | Goh, Ee Lin | Goh Hongyi, Manfred | Gohil, Siddharth | Ho, Jian Wei Joshua | Ho, Mun 
Yong | Ho, Yi Jing | Julianto, Raymond Fendy | Khoo, Danny | Khoo, Deborah | Koh, Wee Lun Clarence | Koh, Xiao Jing Megan | Kuusela, Luukas Ilari | Lam, Wei Hao | Latysheva, 
Alena | Lau, Zhen Hao | Lee, Hui Ting | Lee Wei, Glenmond | Li, Sitong | Li, Yutong | Li Ziqing, Esmond | Lim, Ariel | Lim, Xinwei Daniel | Lim, Jones | Lim, Xuan Min Amos | Lim, Yun 
Mei | Lindholm, Mira Anniina | Ling, Xiao Wen Ryan | Liu, Tianyi | Loh, Hui Lun Clorisa | Loh, Yukang | Loi, Chee Kiat Shaun | Low, Nicole | Luo, Lu | M, Harini | Makkini, Rupa | Menon, 
Naeson | Min, Htat Moe | Mondria, Marin Tessa | Muhammad Syazwan Bin Mohamad Seman | Ng, Hui-Qi, Christina Claire | Ng, Jia Ying Cliona | Ng, Ray | Ng, Wei Jie Benjamin 
| Ong, Qian Ying | Pagdanganan, Risa | Pang, Gabrielle | Pang, Shun Wai Philippe | Panickar, Ahlysha | Paquette, Alexandra | Pau, Hsien Ren | Phua, Keng Yung | Phua, Yue Jun | 
Pittgens, Johannes | Poon, Si Chen Laura | Quek, Hao Wei | Quek, Kaizer | Rajadhyax, Richa | Rios, Cristina | Schaefer, Christina Maria Rose Elena | Sim, Yan Ling | Sng, Lianne 
| Sng, Xin-En Sarah | Stanton, Nicole Ciara | Tan, Cherylene | Tan, Chloe | Tan, En Hong Shaun | Tan, Siao Hui Engracia | Tan, Jacquelaine | Tan, Jing Yi | Tan, Jun Jie Evan | Tan, 
Kieran | Tan, Marcus Dan | Tan, Nicholas Junda | Tan, Tanya | Tan, Yin Feng Joshua | Tang, Christal | Tay, Bing Sen | Tay, Jazreel | Ter, Shi Yuen Jolene | Tham, Hui Hui | Thiagarajan, 
Karisshma Shri | Toh, Si Jia | Toh, Yu Pheng, Kaylene | U, Clarisse | Wang, Pei | Wee, Fang Qing | Wong, Elijah | Xue, Meichen | Yang, Christel | Yee, Bing Lun, Timothy | Yee, Zong 
Shen Johnson | Yeong, Gillian | Yim, Jenna Sihyun | Yin, Joan Xian | Yin, Yixuan | Yu, Cheng En Benedict | Zhang, Tong Yu Sarita | Zhang, Zimeng | Zhu, Xiaochen | Zuhaily Bin Zulkifli
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GARUDA

GILLIAN YEONG; SHIYUN CHENG  HOUSE HEADS  KARISSHMA SHRI THIAGARAJAN; YUN 
MEI LIM; RAJADHYAX RICHA ASHISH ADMIN ENGRACIA TAN; KYRA LIM; 

DAVID ANG; RAYMOND JULIANTO WELFARE CHERYLENE TAN; SARITA ZHANG; 
JOSHUA TAN; BENJAMIN NG PUBLICITY



[ENTER Lydia.]
[ENTER Garuda.]

Lydia: Describe your ‘character’ and what makes 
you unique.

Garuda: The Garuda house character is akin to 
‘Dumb and Dumber’, ‘Spongebob’, or ‘The Three 
Idiots’… Our uniqueness is self-explanatory, 
based on the above characters!

Lydia: What stereotypical movie character describes 
the house?

Garuda: We pick Village Idiot! With whole doors 
being removed, washing machines catching fire 
and the house Whatsapp chat exploding to help 
Clarence find a wedding date, this past AY for 
Garuda has no doubt been one jam-packed with 
dumb blonde moments. Yet these blondies ain’t 
no mean girls - kindness fills the corridors and 
lounges of this house as people conduct mahjong 
tutorials (MJ1101E) and open jio to games and 
sports. It is difficult for the light outside the lift 
to go dim to save electricity when humans keep 
stopping by for a conversation or two (or twenty), 
just as quiet hours are difficult to enforce. This 
is Garuda 19/20, a Village Idiot with the heart to 
help others retrieve phones that fall on parapets 
and readily offer tea in lounges, but an idiot 
nonetheless.

Lydia: What was your funniest take? Any special 
character feature?

Garuda: Pushing Shiyun into the pool after taking 
House Comm photo. TWICE.

Our inside jokes: “Why is it a video and not a 
photo” & “It is easier to take screenshot”.

Other scenes include playing Monopoly and Ben 
going to Jail 5 times in a row. 

Also, our very own pack up cheer after every 
house event before we start cleaning up. It goes 
like this: Pack left, pack right / Pack in, pack out / 
Pack down, pack where? PACK UP! 

The unknown laundry basket which got stuck in 
the washing machine.

David dropping his phone at the parapet and 
Bingsen having to pick it up with a makeshift 
sticky Magiclean.

Lydia: What is one thing you’ll miss about 
house comm?

Karisshma: I’ll miss selling overpriced 
gummy bears!

Engracia: I will miss the telegram sticker 
spam in welfare chat. 

Raymond: I’ll miss the weekly meeting, of 
course! And the unstructured, late night 

talks, organizing events, buying items and 
welfare packing :”)

Josh Tan: I will definitely miss making 
memes and coming up with stupid 

(creative?) ideas for pubs. Also, disturbing 
the House Heads.

Garuda has been packed with 
much spontaneity and jest this year, 

with many events and moments of 
fun catching us off-guard and leaving us 

doubling over with laughter. From jios and 
games, to the interactions we have in our 

common spaces, these unplanned moments 
of joy have helped to shape this precious place 

we pride as our home.

GARUDA
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PHOENIX
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Ang, Jing Wei | Ang, Tian Tian | Ang, Wee Kiat Marcus | Bagby, Ciera Lynn | Brunner, Alexander Jules | Chan, Choon Kong | Chan, Ling Han | Chan, Max Chan | Chan, Mitchell 
De Xuan | Chan, Tze Yang, Aloysius | Chan, Yee Onn, Jeremiah | Chan, Zhen Ying | Chay, Mun Teng Stephanie | Chen, Crystal | Cheo, Kai Lun Kenneth | Cheong, Clare | Cheong, 
Grace | Cheong, Shauna | Chew, Zheng Xiong | Chia, Jasmine | Chia, Ruiqi Renee | Chong, Joey | Chong, Victoria | Choong, Ben-Hanan | Choy, Ting Yi | Chu, Ka Yi Kelly | Chua, 
Dana Kaitlyn | Chung, Xing Yi Isa | Cross, Nigel Ian | Ferng, Hai Ning Hannah | Foo, Kuo Yit | Foo, Yong Quan | Gan, Ga-Rei | Gan, Si Lang Lydia | Goh, Wei Qi | Goh, Yun Xuan | 
Gundersen, Lukas Bredo | Guo, Shiliang | Hidalgo Sola, Azul Maria | Hoo, Xin Lin | Huai, Joan Nau | I’anson-Holton, Heather | Imtiaz Yazdany | Jain, Avani | Joshi, Ananya Ashish | 
Kam, Wesley | Kawkeeree, Nawat | Kit, Ray Cheng Brandon | Koh, Jie Le Charmian | Kuah, Kiat Yeow Emil | Kuik, Tze-Yin | Lau, Hwee Jen | Lau, Kang | Lau, Yi Yi | Lee, Da Won | 
Lee, David | Lee, Isaac Shung Yi | Leong, Wei Jordan | Li, Katherine Geh | Li, Lan | Liang, Yude Lawrence | Lim, Aloysius | Lim, Daphnne Xuen | Lim, Jia Wei Winston | Lim, Jia Xuan 
| Lim, Joo Kit Phoebe | Lim, Sheng Wei | Lim, Shuen Sophia | Lim, Yi Hui | Lim, Yi Leo | Lim, Ying Xuan | Liu, Louise | Loke, Sarah | Low, Heng Wei | Low, Hwee Hiang | Lua, Ser Ning 
| Ma, Shengtong | Manninen, Severi Viljami | Miladinovic, Dimitrije | Mok, Kit Lin Rachel | Muhammad Syafiq Bin Mohamed Sahrom | Nabila Fatharani Azka | Nah, Jie Han | Neo, 
Hwee Shuen | Ng, Hian Leong Jonathan | Ng, Jia Hui | Ng, Jing Yi Stephanie | Ng, Jun Wei | Ng, Li Xin | Ng, Shuen Wei | Ng, Zi Xuan | Ngoh, Mark | Ni, Wanyi | Ong, Cacherel Zi Yi | 
Ong, Guan Hong Malcolm | Ow, Yong Yuan Matthew | Ozimek, Wojciech Filip | Padolina, Razchela Brianna Ursula | Perreault, Alexi | Phoe, Eva | Poh, Chen Wei | Poon, Ting Kwok | 
Quek, Megan | S, Sriharini | Santala, Thomas Markku | Schwartz, Daniel Philip | Seah, Gang Xin | Sim, Jun Yuen Darren | Sivalingam, Denesh | Sng, Wei Yi Rachel | Soon, Nicole | Sri 
Magima Amuthan | Tan, Bryan Fan Jun | Tan, Dorcas Tabitha | Tan, Edwin | Tan, Ee Jet | Tan, Huai-Bin Gregory | Tan, Isaac Hung | Tan, Jean Hann | Tan, Joshua | Tan, Li Qi | Tan, Liying 
Felicia | Tan, Ren Jun Josiah | Tan, Si Hui | Tan, Varen | Tan, Wen Yan Vivian | Tan, Yi Jie | Tan, Zhe Wei | Tan, Zheng Yuan Benjiro | Tay, Hui Xin Jade | Teo, Wen Ting Vanessa | Thong, 
Germaine | Toh, Bryan | Toh, Qian Yu Claris | Tseng, Pei Yu | Wang, Minglun | Wee, Shi Qin Melody | Wu, Zeyuan | Yap, Xin Yu Vanessa Bryana | Yau, Kaitlyn Ah-Ying | Yeo, Lynette

MARCUS ANG; KAWKEERE NAWAT HOUSE HEADS  LYNETTE YEO; MELODY WEE; 
LIM YI LEO; NIGEL IAN CROSS PUBLICITY HANNAH FERNG; LIM SHENG WEI; ISA CHUNG; 

JASMINE CHIA WELFARE S. SRIHARINI GEN SEC PHOEBE LIM LOGISTICS DANA CHUA FIN SEC



[ENTER Aarushi.]
[ENTER Phoenix.]

Aarushi: Describe your ‘character’ and what 
makes you unique.

Phoenix: The first movie archetype we resemble 
the most is “Redshirt” and “Rightful King”.

A “Redshirt” is the expendable character that is 
never given much backstory, and usually dies 

soon after being introduced. It refers to how we 
sucked at ING this year (but it’s okay! We tried 

our best and had fun).
The “Rightful King” is a lost or forgotten ruler. 

We used to be really good at ING.

Aarushi: What was your funniest take? Any special 
character feature?

Phoenix: That would be Phoebe shouting ‘shut 
up’ during a house comm event when everyone 
was so noisy. Also, filming the Christmas house 

comm video. 
Special features would go to Tze Yin and her 
zumba IG as well as the injury honor roll from 

ING...

Aarushi: What is one thing you’ll miss about house 
comm? 

Nigel: I’ll miss Yi Leo’s puns!

Harini: Fulfilment after a successful house event!

Lynette: I will miss our Sunday meetings in the 
lounges. It makes me feel driven for the week 

ahead. 

Marcus: I think I will miss the AARs we have 
together as a House Comm because that’s 

usually when I feel very proud of y’all for wanting 
to improve and wanting to give even more 

than your best for the next house event. And 
throughout the sem, it becomes obvious how 
y’all have matured in thought and had gotten 

closer as a comm.

Phoenix has really been doing everything 
in excess this Academic year, from wacky 
themed dinners, to doing purges every week, 
and even injuring ourselves during ING. Of 
course, we didn’t forget our staples like our 
annual taco night by Prof Greg, Phoenix 
Navidad and Angel & Mortal, which 
transformed our corridors into galleries 
filled with ‘beautiful’ portraits of our 
Firebirds.

PHOENIX
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ELIZABETH CHEE; TNG JONATHAN TNG HOUSE HEADS   JEWEL SEAH; LEE JIA YING; 
OSIONE OSENI-ELAMAH; YURIKA ASAI; HOYAN LAM COMMSTALLATIONS (SOFT + HARD PUBS) 

KIRTI JOY MENON; JOCHEBED NICOLE TAN; TERRI PHUA GAMES AND SPORTS 
YUNG CHUN CHUANG; NATALIE LIEW; BRYAN GOH LOGISTICS ADMIN FINANCE 

YAN YEE KONG; JAZLI MUSTAFA; ZHANG XUN GAN; GEORGIA SIM; 
KAREN PANG WELFARE

Aidan Bakti B Mohd Zaidi | Ang, Jia Jun | Ang, Shaun | Ang, Sook Min Michelle | Ang, Yi Ting | Asai, Yurika | Beaudoin, Hannah Helen | Chan, Cheong | Chan, Joel Yung Min | 
Chan, Naomi | Chan, Yew Chun Daniel | Chau, Yuet Yin | Chee, Elizabeth | Chen, Xingjian | Cheng, Daniel | Cheow, Sue-Jane | Cheung, Hao Han Ryan | Chia, Wee Ming Martin | 
Chng, Jun Yuan | Chua, Kimberly | Chua, Sin Eng Amanda | Chua, Zi Ian | Chuang, Yung Chun | Chung, Wen Tong | Du, Xiaoyu | Erh, Hannah | Feng, Chengyu | Fogelman, Nesha 
Karolina | Foo, Fang Qing | Freedman, Arianna Jule | Fu, Amanda | Gan, Shien Ren Colin | Gan, Zhang Xun | Gao, Liqiu June | Goh, Hui Yi Amanda | Goh, Jia Wen Geraldine | Goh, 
Teck Xing Timothy | Goh, Yu Xuan Bryan | Hassan, Samira | He, Tianyu | Ho, Claire Marie | Huang, April | Jazli Mustafa | Kho, Nicholas | Koh, Dai Yuan Shoki | Koh, Rayson | Koh, 
Wai Loong Brandon | Kong, Yan Yee | Kwa, Jun Qi | Lam, Hoyan | Lau, Wang Chi | Lee, Jia Jie Joel Alex | Lee, Jia Xuan Joan | Lee, Jia Ying | Lee, Raiyan | Liew, Yun Shan Natalie 
| Lim, Glenda | Lim, Jia Hui | Lim, Jia Min | Lim, Zhi Ting Amy | Liu, Jiajun | Liu, Yuxuan | Lok, Si-Chih | Loo, Zen Yee | Loong, Sue-Ann Chloe | Low, Zhi Hui Bethany | Menon, Kirti 
Joy | Mohamed Adri Alkhatib | Mun, May En Faith | Mun, Qin Jie Ian | Neo, Yong Yu | Ng, Estherlyn | Ng, Ng Wei Jun Ernest | Ng, Shu Ting, Emily | Ng, Wei Yin Krystal | Ong, Celine 
| Ong, Daniel Ee Shaeon | Ong, Jun Kiat Justin | Ong, Rachel | Ong, Sin Ning | Ong, Venice | Oseni-Elamah, Osione Joy | Pang, Jee Wee Karen | Phua, Terri | Prastyo, Juliano | Pua, 
Min Xin | Qhek, Jasmine | Reiner, Kayla Marie | Revindran, Jayanth | Sabharwal, Sachi | Seah, Marie Jewel | Shadman Ishraq Muhammad | Shaina Aryaputri Singgih | Shia, Joey | 
Siak, Hamilton | Sim, Georgia | Sim, Li-Anne | Sng, Amanda | Sun, Xuehan | Svarrupa Ishana Mahendran | Tan, Candace | Tan, Cyrus | Tan, Eu Ning | Tan, Jia Jun | Tan, Jochebed 
Nicole | Tan, Wayne | Tan, Wee Han | Tan, Xiao Xuan Vanessa | Tan, Yu Han Clarence | Teh, Elisha | Teng, Gregory | Teo, Bryan | Teo, Yoke Sheng Clifton | Ther, Ren Jin Darren | Tin, 
Isaac | Tng, Jonathan | Toh, Eugene | Tong, Wei Jie Joseph | Wang, Hua Chen | Wang, Yuchen | Wang, Zixin | Wecxsteen, Charles Guy Jacques | Wong, Hok Wai | Wong, Yi Suen | 
Yang, Bo Billy | Ye, Ginnilee | Ye, Kelly Yuning | Yeo, Andrea | Yeo, Dexter | Yoong, Yi En | Youssef Youssry Nasr Ibrahim | Yu, Amanda | Yuan, Qiuyan | Zhang, Keith | Zhang, Simian 
| Zhang, Zhe Xin | Zhou, Yichen | Zhu, Ke Ying



[ENTER Lydia.]
[ENTER Tulpar.]

Lydia: Describe your ‘character’ and what makes 
you unique.

Tulpar: Tul be or not tul be, Tulpar will 
definitely be a Jester! From theme dinners 
with absurd outfits tul using our name as a 
pun in everything, we love tul bring laughter 
and light-hearted energy wherever we go! But 
besides that, we also care for one another in 
the smallest of ways. Little conversations by the 
parapet, a random hug or a pat on the back, an 
unexpected thank you note and welfare gifts — 
behind all our jokes are genuine hearts that care 
for one another.

Lydia: What was your funniest take? Any special 
character feature?

Tulpar: So, there was a day when the fire alarm 
went off during the afternoon. Everyone in 
Tulpar was really sian because that means we 
might need to climb down 17 floors worth of 
stairs. However, we all started to laugh as we 
checked our messages. When we checked our 
messages, we saw a message from a fellow 
Tulpie, Greg, apologising to everyone as he 
thought he set off the fire alarm by boiling water 
to cook his pasta. Little did Greg know that 
steam doesn’t trigger the fire alarm as it is not 
smoke! After that day, every fire alarm was met 
with the question ‘EH, who’s boiling water this 
time?”

Special character feature:

Wee Han! There is a running joke that House 
Comm never ends, but for BAEHan, this is a 
statement that really holds true! Since year 1 
till year 4, Wee Han has been in House Comm, 
or helping out House Comm, in one way or 
another. He started Tulpar’s tangyuan jios 
which we even put on our Tulpar shirt! But 
more importantly, he has seen Tulpar through 
the years and has been a constant source of 
support. He really has given a lot to Tulpar and 
has helped to shaped Tulpar into the weird and 
wonderful community that we are today! 

Lydia: What is one thing you’ll miss about house 
comm? 

Joy: I’ll miss talking to people about their needs 
and coming to them from the position of a 

House Comm member because they can have 
hope that whatever they feedback to me, I’ll do 

my best to raise to HC and create change. 

Jochebed: I’ll miss having a team that HAS to be 
excited with you about things despite how tired/

sian/lame it is.

Yung Chun: Brainstorming seemingly crazy yet 
interesting and actually practical ideas during 

meetings!

Zhang: Seeing the smiles on people’s faces at 
house events. 

Some highlights include having an unplanned competitive 
corridor deco, Angel & Mortal, our first supper bus, beach 

day, and our really unique Open Mic x Valentine’s Day, 
“Talentine”, in the midst of COVID-19 (with precautionary 

measures in place)!

TULPAR
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TULPAR HOUSE COMMITTEE
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P
O
S
T- 

INTEREST

PRODUCTION

GROUPS

The Interest Groups (IGs) in CAPT play 
the same role as visual effects in a movie - 
they make our lives at CAPT more vibrant 
and interesting!

Here in CAPT, we have a variety of IGs, 
ranging from sports to various clubs 
and societies. Each IG offers something 
special for CAPTains to learn and try.

BASKETBALL
F

BASKETBALL
M

BADMINTON

Many people may be scared to try basketball for the first time 
because it is a contact sport. This makes it really heartening to 
see many girls from different houses come down for IG sessions! 
The best part is not how good we are, but how much fun we have 
whenever we play 3v3.

The most enjoyable part of Basketball (M) is the sense of 
brotherhood, where we’re not afraid to challenge each other to 
become better players, teammates, and men, because we know 
we have each other’s backs. That makes playing with each other all 
the more enjoyable, because we share a mutual love for the game 
and for each other!

The most fun part of Badminton is being able to form friendships 
and share our passion for the sport with fellow CAPTains regardless 
of skill level. After every badminton game, CAPTains come out of 
the court with a sense of familiarity with each other. In turn, we are 
able to strike up conversations and form friendships. That is the 
beauty of having a smashing good time together!



FLOORBALL

CAPTAIN’S BALL

DODGEBALL

Floorball is a fast-paced team sport that never fails to energise 
anyone who plays it. The thing that we enjoy most about it is that 

it is an avenue for players to make friends because of its nature as 
a team sport, where we can strategise, challenge each other, and 

have fun together. 

It’s all about the friendships we forge with CAPTains across the 
houses! We train together, learn together and have lots of fun 

playing each week! It’s most fun to play with people who all share 
the same love for the sport and the team!

The most fun thing about dodgeball is its welcoming nature, even 
to newcomers! Because it is not a very popular sport, we have to 
learn it from scratch, but the process is fun and fulfilling! We also 

get to know many other CAPTains during IG sessions.

5049

TENNIS

TABLE TENNIS

SOCCER

TCHOUKBALL

Learning Tennis is not the easiest, so hearing the crisp sound of 
the ball when you hit it at the ‘sweet spot’ of your racquet brings 
all players joy and much satisfaction. What makes it even better 
is having a community that is eager to learn, improve and play 
alongside you!

Table Tennis is a great sport to unwind and relax with. There are 
many spin variations, with every session being a chance to try 
something new! A good shot will make you want to shout CHO LE!

Without a doubt, the one thing that makes Soccer IG as fun 
as it is for us every week is the people, and the culture built by 
previous batches of Captains - the friendly competitiveness, the 
sportsmanship, and of course, the nutmegs.

The most fun part about Tchouk is being able to see people enjoy 
and improve together as a team. Moments like catching a strong 
ball when you couldn’t catch it before are indescribable.



VOLLEYBALL

ULTIMATE 
FIRISBEE

TOUCH RUGBY

The best parts of volleyball are the friends, laughter and our passion 
for the sport. It is extremely rewarding seeing how hard everybody 

trains and comes together!

The community is super active! People are always hungry for 
more frisbee - from formal IG sessions to impromptu MPSH fun to 
spontaneous throwing sessions, there’s always time for anyone to 
play more! Our hyper-affirming culture and silly jokes are really fun 

as well!

Touch rugby is great for those who want to take up a new sport as 
it’s beginner friendly. The rules are slightly different from other ball 

games, which is what sets it apart and makes it fun!
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COOKING

CAPTCOFFEE

HANDIYCRAFT

BAKING

CAPT Cooking Club is just a group of friends who share a passion 
for cooking and come together to learn, experiment and have 
fun with different dishes, styles and techniques. We get to make 
anything we like and share our creations and experiences with 
anyone and everyone. All are welcome as from the famous saying 
by Chef Gusteau: “Anyone can cook!”

CAPTCoffee provides CAPTains with the platform to experiment 
and learn how to make various beverages such as coffee and tea. 
We aim to provide members with technical knowledge in a fun and 
relaxed environment.

Creative. Fun. Colourful. Therapeutic. Art. Family. 
We are HanDIYcraft!

Baking is special because for those who come and bake, they may 
pick up something new - perhaps a new skill - and those who taste 
what we made, would find it very nice!



CAPTLit is a whole bunch of things - we love prose, poetry, plays 
and films! We organise creative writing sessions and film screenings 
in the college, where CAPTains can get creative and appreciate 
anything literary.

CAPTLIT

CAPTURE

CAPITAL

CAPTs_LOCK

What makes CAPTure special is that we provide an open and 
comfortable space for anyone, whether novice or experienced, 
to come together and share our experiences in photography. We 
mostly focus on creative shots in addition to the photo trails we 
organize every few weeks!

CAPITAL aims to impart fundamental financial literacy to CAPTains 
from all backgrounds. We hope our members can apply the 
financial knowledge learnt in their lives to become more intelligent 
investors.

We are a tight-knit community of CAPTains who 
share a common love and passion for technology. 
We gallantly venture and explore the boundless 
possibilities of using technology to improve our 
college experience. We also promote the nurturing 
of CAPTains and encourage them to pursue and 
explore their potential in programming.
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JAM CITY

CAPTIVATE

R4D

GUITARPELLA

JAM City is a place where friends can come together 
and just enjoy music. It sets you up with a band to jam 

out with and have a good time. Plus, it’s a great place to 
grow together as musicians!

CAPTivate is CAPT’s theatre IG which provides a fun and 
welcoming environment for CAPTains to explore the craft, 
be it backstage or acting. We are a quirky bunch who are 
willing to passionately burst out singing musicals and do 
dramatic storytelling during our sessions. We are also a 

close-knit family, relying on each other beyond the stage. 
And yes, we are currently learning improvisation through 

‘Dungeons & Dragons’.

R4D is a collaboration IG between CAPT and RC4. 
Each session explores different genres, but we mainly 
split between street and contemporary. What makes 
us special is that we’re a safe place for dancers from 

different backgrounds - dancers dancing freely together 
and learning from one another.

What makes Guitarpella special? Given our generally 
packed schedules, delirious rehearsals are often a thing. 

What better way to find a home in people than through 
music and endless laughter in the AM?



GREENCAPTAINS

ENCAPTSULATE

CAPTSPACES

CAPT 
GARDENING

We work on and discuss the issue of climate change even though 
it is relatively intangible for us at this point of time where we live. 
However, we believe what we do to be important in making the 
world, both now and in the future, a better place. It is difficult 
to stay driven but the community helps us remain hopeful and 
motivated!

enCAPTsulate is a safe space for CAPTains to discuss issues 
relating to diversity and inclusion, with an emphasis on sexuality 
and gender. We are the newest Interest Group in CAPT, having 
become official in AY19/20. We welcome LGBTQ+ students and 
allies as well!

Communing every Monday, we start the week off as a movement 
for creative change. The design process begins with the initial 
scouting of various underutilised spaces around the college, 
followed by creative brainstorming and deep consideration to 
remodel these physical areas to evolve into a catalyst for lasting 
and meaningful experiences.

We aim to build an inclusive community for CAPTains to put their 
green fingers to work. We welcome experiential learning and 
encourage members to exchange information to become better 
gardeners.

5655

Like any movie’s highlight reel, our 
highlight reel showcases snapshots of 

some of the most exciting and memorable 
scenes in our CAPT journey this year! 

From FOC to CE Fest, each event offers 
a glimpse into the happening lives of 

CAPTains. Each event was memorable in 
its own way, be it the light-heartedness 

of Open Mic and INS, or the adrenaline-
packed experience of playing for ICG. So, 

here is our journey captured on film!
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From 1st to 4th August 2019, CAPT 
welcomed its newest batch in the annual 
Freshmen Orientation Camp (FOC) titled: 

Invictus. This year, the houses united 
to find the elusive El Capitan in order to 
rebuild the Torch of Unity that kept the 
peace between them - only to find that 
in the end, the harmony required to live 

together was already in them. 

PROJECT 
DIRECTOR: 
ONG HUI XIAN

Why did you decide to be the project director 
of FOC? How did you want to set it apart from 
previous FOCs?

Having gone through CAPT FOC as a 
freshman myself, I was inspired to impact the 
next batch of freshmen in the same way that 
my seniors did for me! 

What were some challenges in executing 
FOC?

One of the biggest challenges that we faced 
was venue constraint. As both CAPT and 
RC4’s MPHs were under renovation, the RCs 
had to deconflict our venues usage, which 
was difficult! 

What was the best part about FOC? 

Definitely the new friendships that were 
made! I got to know so many more CAPTains 
from other neighbourhoods through FOC :)

FRESHMAN:
VIVIAN TAN (PHOENIX)

How did you feel before the camp started? 
Were you excited, nervous, scared, etc?

I felt really nervous as the idea that I would 
be in a new environment with new people 
sounded really daunting for me. I was also 
curious to find out more about CE Day.

What changed after camp? 

I really enjoyed the time with my OG, “Mama 
Lemon”! Before the camp when I was told 
of the name of my OG, I remember thinking 
to myself: what kind of name is this? But I’m 
very blessed to get to know people who are 
so welcoming.
 
Which part was the most fun and why? 

I enjoyed LePark Day at West Coast Park, 
especially the tug-of-war among the houses. 
It was one of the most competitive games in 
the camp and I enjoyed cheering at the top 
of my voice for my friends. 

Anything to say to your future freshies?
Make the most out of your 4 days in FOC! 

Describe your house in 1 word. 
Welcoming :)
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PHOENIX:
JADE AND JUNWEI

The cheers from the Phoenix freshmen 
and dancing alongside the seniors was an 
unparalleled experience!

Junwei: Jade is a tiny terror, because 
she’s tiny and always shocks me with the 
amount of perseverance she has to pull 
through multiple camps, and still give her 
100%.

Jade: Junwei is really the best partner I 
could have asked for, because he’s really 
someone that’s always there to cover 
for you and ensure we’re meeting our 
deadlines!

TULPAR: 
AMANDA YU AND 
SUE-JANE

Our most memorable day would be 
Lepark day! It was very heartening to see 
everyone put in so much effort into the 
games, especially during the tug-of-war :”) 
It was really Umami Udadi styles!

Sue-Jane: Amanda is my lit other half!! 
Would honestly have peng san if it weren’t 
for her!!! We worked very well together :)

Amanda: Working with Sue-Jane for FOC 
was great! I really admire how outgoing 
and enthusiastic she is. As my fellow 
house IC, she provided me with a lot of 
support throughout the FOC journey and 
I knew I could count on her if I needed 
anything.

GARUDA: 
ELIJAH AND ARIEL

Our most memorable day of FOC would 
be LePark day! We could really see every 
Garudian giving their all out there! It’s a 
warm and fuzzy feeling to see the house 
come together as one, cheering GA-RU-
DAAAAA!

Ariel: Elijah lends a solid listening ear and 
is a reliable pal!! He’s ALSO really hard-
working! 

Elijah: ARIEL! The one who never fails to 
bring up the energy around the people she 
meets! I was always pumped to be leading 
FOC with her :-) 

DRAGON: 
TARA AND GEETIKA

The most memorable day of FOC was the 
last day, when we had our CAPT Splash 
event! It was surreal to see everything we 
had planned culminate in that event where 
all the juniors enjoyed themselves!

Geetika: Tara is someone who I can go 
all out with - she’s creative, spontaneous, 
loves to make lame jokes, and people 
really love her!!! We both shared great 
telepathy as we worked together and 
it was super fun journeying FOC with 
Taranya Gandhi! :~)

Tara: It was a great experience working 
with Geetika, especially when it came to 
rallying house spirit and introducing the 
freshmen to Dragon’s culture! Despite 
already being neighbours, we still learned 
many new things about each other over 
summer. This definitely left me with fond 
memories. 

Describe the busiest or most memorable day in FOC. 
How would you describe your partner?

ROC: 
JOSHUA AND QUEENIE

The most memorable moment for us 
would be when Roc came in first for FOC!! 
It was an amazing way to end off four 
days of fighting together as one house, 
and in that moment, we really felt the 
overwhelming Roc pride & spirit! 

Joshua: Queenie is strong, kind, caring 
and - amongst many other great qualities - 
a really good friend and partner-in-crime! 

Queenie: Josh is a really capable partner, 
and I can’t think of anyone else better 
to have worked with through this entire 
journey!
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Inter Neighborhood Games (ING) took place 
in Week 6, stretching into Recess Week. 

During this time, our CAPTains took a break 
from the rigours of school and competed 

in a range of sports competitions that saw 
all five houses battling against each other in 
basketball, soccer, table tennis, and more. 

Over three days, each team gave it their all, 
including those who had no prior experience 

in the sport. ING was concluded with the 
traditional Unknown Fun Game, which was 

capture-the-flag with a nerf gun twist.

INTER-
NEIGHBOURHOOD
GAMES
ING

This year’s Inter-College Games (ICG) were set 
to be held in Semester 2, providing players from 
various sports with the opportunity to showcase 
their talent. The sports tested CAPTains’ 
mental prowess and challenged the limits of 
their physical endurance. Unfortunately, ICG 
unfortunately had to be cut short due to the 
outbreak of COVID-19. Despite this, many sports 
still had a chance to go on. It was truly heartening 
to see the teamwork and camaraderie among 
CAPTains, along with witnessing supporters of 
the sports showing their CAPT spirit by cheering 
on the teams!

INTER-
COLLEGE
GAMES
ICG
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CAPT Open Mic provides CAPTains with 
the opportunity to let loose and show off 

their talents, whether it is singing, dancing 
or something completely unique. In the 

warmly decorated Flying Seed, CAPTains 
gathered to not only perform but also 

cheer on their friends and enjoy the various 
performances. It was a light-hearted and 

fun event enjoyed by all!

We asked three groups of performers to 
share their craziest rehearsals with us.

Seaweed Shaker Fries: “Yay I think we’re 
going to nail it!” - that was us after our 

first and only rehearsal just a night before 
Open Mic. The combination of joy and 

nonsensical tunes composed wonderful 
memories of our time spent together!

Farid, Si Min, Rei Hrn: We were having a 
chat one day and found out all three of us 
were into music! We had some fun times 

chilling together. Looking back, those 
chill practices make some of my fondest 

memories in CAPT!

Kamal Cookies: All our rehearsals were 
pretty chaotic and tiring as we had to learn 

our dance amidst our hectic schedule in 
India so that we could perform it for the 

children there!

OPEN
MIC

The theme for this year’s Halloween was ‘Movies 
Come Alive’. Halloween festivities were kicked 

off with CAPT’s very own Inter-College Haunted 
House (ICH) that was organised by SAC and 

EXA, which elicited the screams of many. This 
was followed by the Halloween Dinner which 

saw CAPTains dress up as characters from 
various movies. CAPTains’ displays of creativity 

through their unique costumes, coupled with 
fun games and a delicious meal, made the night 

entertaining and memorable.

Most uniquely dressed person (Joseph Tan, 
Tulpar): I think this Joker costume represents my 
love for my major: archi-TORTURE. My costume 

was mainly inspired by the movie ‘Joker’.

HALLOWEEN
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Inter-Neighbourhood Shield (INS) is an annual 
games competition organised by SAC. 
CAPTains have the chance to vote for the 
board games and video games they would 
like to compete in. This year, ‘Mobile Legends’ 
was introduced as a new INS game to allow 
CAPTains to boast their mobile gaming skills. 
These games allow CAPTains to relax amidst 
their hectic schedules, while also providing 
a platform for house bonding through the 
teamwork involved in playing games!

INTER-
NEIGHBOURHOOD
SHIELD

Formal Dinner saw juniors and seniors alike 
dressed to the nines, ready to enjoy the 

night ahead. Throughout the night, there 
were several delightful performances from 
CAPT’s very own Guitarpella, along with a 

delicious spread of food. CAPTains then 
ended off the night by capturing cherished 

moments with their friends and their 
houses in photos.

FORMAL
DINNER
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Every semester, CAPTains have the 
opportunity to embark on exciting 
journeys to various destinations around 

the world! Each journey carries its own 
unique takeaways, be it learning about 
a country’s way of life through a STEER 

trip or volunteering through an Overseas 
Service-Learning (OSL) trip. Through 
these trips, CAPTains are able to not only 

experience new cultures, but also leave their 
mark through meaningful interactions. Apart 
from sending CAPTains overseas, CAPT also 

welcomes exchangers from various countries 
each semester. These exchangers bring with 
them interesting stories and a slice of their own 

culture to share with us, further enriching our 
CAPT life!

Community Engagement Festival (CE Fest) is CAPT’s annual 
flagship event, where various trails are planned in the hopes of 

exposing CAPTains to new or lesser-known communities to gain 
deeper insights into these communities. Through the various 
engagements, we hope to build understanding and empathy 
while looking past any preconceived notions to recognise the 
strengths of these communities. The theme for this year’s CE 

Fest was “Kaleidoscope”, as we hope to engage and understand 
communities from various perspectives, and to learn more about 

them from their own point-of-view. 
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STEER Myanmar 2019 saw 22 students embarking on this 
trip. It was led by Dr Joelle Lai, Dr Kevin McGahan, Dr Tan Lai 
Yong, and Ms Angie Tan. The interactions with experts from 
all walks of life provided a unique insight that expanded our 
horizon far beyond the classroom walls. Learning through 
heritage tours, visits to social enterprises and engagements 
with community leaders, the journey was thoroughly enjoyed 
by all. Our involvement in the planning of the trip also 
provided us a unique learning experience about the social 
and economic landscape of Myanmar. Leading up to the trip, 
we also had weekly preparatory seminars that were filled with 
lectures, presentations and lively discussions.

STEER Nepal 2019 explored the theme of Community, 
Culture, Conservation, across the diverse landscapes of 
Kathmandu, Pokhara, Annapurna region and Chitwan, from 
8-22 December. The team comprised 20 CAPTains led by 
Ms Wong Soon Fen, Dr Kankana Mukhopadhyay and 
Ms Lynne Yang. This trip indubitably broadened everyone’s 
horizons through the different engagements with our 
partner organisations and institutions like the Himalayan 
Climate Initiative, Ecoprise, Annapurna Conservation Area 
Project, and the local communities. The team was able to 
experience and learn about the interplay of tradition and 
innovation in shaping the narratives of conservation of 
environment and culture in Nepal.

STEER Botswana 2020 is slated to run for two 
weeks in late May to early June. Led by Dr Tan 
Lai Yong, Dr Toh Tai Chong, and Ms Lee Meng 
Choo, the trip will see students visit Johannesburg, 
Botswana, and Zambia to experience the stunning 
natural environment of Africa as well as learn about 
education and employment across the continent. 
Students will get the opportunity to engage with 
students from Delta Waters International School, 
facilitating cross-cultural exchange, in addition 
to visiting key sites such as Victoria Falls, Chobe 
National Park, and Maramba market. 

STEER MYANMAR STEER NEPAL
STEER

BOTSWANA
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CAPT Kamal 2020 will be returning to Bangalore, 
India for a fifth iteration of the Overseas Service 
Learning (OSL) Project. We will be working with 
the Dream School Foundation and Reaching Hand 
(New Home), both of which focus on children from 
vulnerable socio-economic backgrounds and whom 
we have worked with before. This year, we will be 
introducing the summer camp, which we have 
conducted with Dream School Foundation in past 
iterations, to Reaching Hand. This is on top of the 
infrastructural work that we will do, including the 
painting of walls and murals, along with organising 
and renovating the storage facilities.

In collaboration with Malaysian Conservation Alliance 
for Tigers (MYCAT), CAPTains will learn about wildlife 
conservation through this trip. This programme will 
provide an avenue for participants to help with tiger 
conservation by trekking in Taman Negara, one of 
Malaysia’s national rainforests. By walking the trail, 
we hope to increase human traffic in the forest and 
deter poachers. We will also be setting up a camera 
trap to support the research and documentation 
of wildlife there. Through these activities, we aim 
to cultivate a better appreciation of rainforests in 
CAPTains and help them understand the value of 
these rainforests.

In Semester 1, 21 CAPTains mentored students from 
Tanglin Secondary School (TSS) as part of the three 
month CAPT-Tanglin Student Leader Action Mentorship 
(CAPTSLAM) project. Mentors helped the mentees 
develop their leadership potential and bolstered their 
confidence across eight local weekly sessions and a 
local camp. The programme culminated in a cultural 
immersion trip to Chiang Mai, Thailand, where mentors 
and mentees planned and conducted cultural activities 
for Thai students together! The entire journey helped 
to open the minds of CAPTains involved while also 
changing the perspectives of our mentees. We made 
many unexpected discoveries along the way!

CAPTSLAM Queensway is a relational mentoring 
programme held in conjunction with Queensway Secondary 
School (QSS). This year, we will mentor QSS’ student 
leaders in a way that complements the school’s existing 
student leadership development programmes. We hope 
that students will learn what it means to serve by leading 
and lead in serving along the way. Apart from leadership 
development, CAPTains will also provide mentees with 
guidance and new perspectives on the various challenges 
they may face. Through meaningful activities and 
conversations, we hope that our time and effort will ensure 
that these students grow up to be people of character, 
equipped with important social and emotional skills.

CAPT KAMAL MYCAT
CAPTSLAMCAPTSLAM
QUEENSWAYTANGLIN
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RISA CHINONE
I’m a Year 3 student 
from Japan, University 
of Tokyo, and I’m here 
on exchange for one 
year. What was most 
surprising for me was 
that students study 
soooooo hard here!

TOM LIU TSZ YEUNG
I am an exchange student from the University of 
Hong Kong and I’m studying Architecture (Master’s 
degree). I am intrigued by Singapore’s culture as it 
is ethnically diverse and peaceful. My house, Roc, 
is very warm and feels like a second home. I found 
myself familiar with ‘Singlish’ as some of the words 
like ‘lah’ are evolved from Cantonese, my mother 
tongue. I also found Singapore delicacies to be 
delicious!

MELISSA LOPEZ
I’m from Boston University in the US. 

I think the most surprising thing about 
Singapore is all the different types 

and styles of food. There are so many 
different options and styles of food to 

choose from.

VITOR HIDEKI MINOWA 
URANO
I’m from the University of Sao Paulo, Brazil. 
Coming to Singapore was one of the best 
decisions I have taken so far. And I say that 
because even though I had high expectations 
about the country and NUS, Singaporeans’ 
kindness and love for food surprised me. There 
must be a correlation between these two qualities 
and the people here are proof of it.

MIRA 
ANNIINA 
LINDHOLM 
I’m a third year 
student from Finland. 
One thing that 
surprised me was how 
friendly everyone is! I 
was also surprised by 
how huge the campus 
and university were.

CYNTHIA 
DEBBIE 
GARCIA
Hello, I’m a year 3 
student from the US! 
The most surprising 
thing about coming to 
Singapore is the sense 
of belonging and 
support I have found 
in CAPT and in NUS.

JESUS JOSE TRONCO VALENCIA
I am a senior student from Tec de Monterrey, a Mexican 

university! The most surprising thing for me was the 
multicultural way of living here! Singapore is a beautiful 

country with a culture that I can only define as diverse! It 
is amazing to find districts with cultures and communities 

from all around Asia (India, China and Malaysia), which only 
enriches the experience of travelling and staying here!

NIKKI HARNOOR 
SINGH
I’m from Australia. The 
most surprising thing is that 
Singaporeans can survive on 
literally no sleep - how and why?! 
No one between the ages of 
4 to 60 sleeps for more than a 
5 hour stretch. Plus, the word 
“wholesome” is used a lot and it’s 
the perfect descriptor of my time 
spent in CAPT.

HOLLY CHEUNG HOI LAM
I’m an exchanger from Hong Kong. I guess 
my answer would be how similar yet different 
Singapore and Hong Kong are. Similar in 
the sense that Singapore is a modern city 
with Chinese culture seen everywhere, and 
how Singlish sounds just like a combination 
of Cantonese and English! But they’re quite 
different in a sense that Singaporeans are 
much friendlier and nicer, giving me a sense 
of home and belonging here :)

SEVERI VILJAMI 
MANNINEN

I’m a Masters Civil Engineering student 
from Finland. The most surprising thing 

about CAPT is how friendly and kind the 
people here are. The most surprising thing 

about Singapore is that warm weather 
and humidity are not that bad and I got 

used to them better than I expected.

APRIL HUANG
I’m a Year Three student from California! I think the most 

surprising thing I’ve found about both CAPT and Singapore is 
how friendly people are. I didn’t expect to feel so welcomed, 

but everyone here has been incredibly nice and warm. I wish I 
had been here longer... Another surprising thing is that I feel like 
the culture here is casual and spontaneous, with jios happening 
for meals and sports practices all the time. I think it shows how 

close everyone is here!

ANANYA ASHISH JOSHI
I am a Year 5 student from Princeton 
University, USA. What surprised me 
most was how the natural reserves have 
so much wildlife that they seem like a 
different world from the city. However, 
both are wonderful in their own ways.

HANNAH HELEN BEAUDOIN
I’m originally from Boston, Massachusetts, but I attend 
McGill university in Montreal, Canada, and I’m in my 
third year. The most surprising thing about CAPT is 
the sweet notes and gifts my housemates surprise me 
with. It creates this really nice sense of community to 
come home to little notes of encouragement during a 
tough week. It made me feel close to my housemates 
very quickly <3

OSIONE JOY OSENI-ELAMAH:
I’m Nigerian but my home university is in the UK, 

where I’m a third year student. I was most surprised 
by Singaporeans’ love of food and everything that 

happens over a meal. I was also surprised by the wide 
range of cuisines available in Singapore.

ALEXI PERREAULT
I’ve lived in Canada my whole life 
and I’ve been in Singapore for four 
months. I’m currently in my third year of 
university. The most surprising thing I’ve 
discovered about CAPT is that everyone 
is so open-minded and ready to help 
each other, no matter the situation.
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On 23 Jan 2020, Singapore reported its first 
diagnosed case of the 2019 coronavirus disease, 
also known as COVID-19. Symptoms include fever, 
dry cough, sore throat or shortness of breath - and, 
according to some, a loss of your sense of smell. 

By 10 February 2020, NUS had declared all 
lectures and classes comprising more than 50 
students to be conducted online. Events and trips 
were unfortunately cancelled, such as CAPTClouds 
(an OSL to Yunnan), ICG (midway through its run), 
and Arts Showcase. On the other hand, others 
were shifted to purely digital formats, like e-Open 
Day. 

CAPTains were left to spend their days sitting in 
online tutorials on a platform known as Zoom, 
watching (or not) lectures through a screen, 
measuring their temperatures twice daily (after a 
certain email was sent out), and for a brief spell, 
taking the precious magnets that entitled one to a 
spot in the Dining Hall (DH). 

On 12 March 2020, the World Health Organisation 
(WHO) declared the COVID-19 outbreak a 
pandemic. As the situation worsened, more 
measures were put in place. 

Restrictions in the DH went from a 60 people limit, 
with a strong recommendation to take-away and 
eat in the lounge, to red crosses demarcating 
alternative seats for social distancing. All overseas 
trips were cancelled, and exchangers were called 
back.

As of 30 March 2020, gatherings outside of school 
and work of more than 10 people are not allowed. 
There are demarcations in the lifts restricting us 
to 4 people per trip. Most events from hereon are 
indefinitely cancelled. 

We are not sure of what the future holds, but we do 
know this: no matter the weather, CAPTains will be 
survivors... as long as we are together...in spirit. 

COVID-19



MR J Y PILLAY
A/P ANNE RAFFIN 

A/P BRUCE LOCKHART 
A/P GREG PETERSEN 

A/P REUBEN WONG
A/P SEOW TECK KEONG 

A/P SIOK TAMBYAH 
A/P THANG LENG LENG 

A/P THERESA TAN MAY CHIN 
MS ANGIE TAN XUE YUN

MS LYNNE YANG XINGLIN

A/P GARY TAN
DR ALBERTO CORRIAS 
DR DANIEL JEW
DR JOELLE LAI 
DR KANKANA MUKHOPADHYAY 
DR KEVIN MCGAHAN
DR LAVANYA BALACHANDRAN 
DR LINDA MATAR 
DR TAN LAI YONG 
DR TOH TAI CHONG 
MS WONG SOON FEN 

FELLOWSHIP

CREDITS

STAFF

COMMITTEES

INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES

PHOTOS

STEERS/OVERSEAS 
TRIPS COMMITTEES

All designs were created by the CAPTsule Team, with 
popular movies as our inspirations.

CHRISTINE LOH
CHRISTOPHER ONG ENG SENG

DEFIE TANOTO

LEE MENG CHOO
NG KENG BOON
YIT LI LING

ROC HOUSE COMMITTEE
DRAGON HOUSE COMMITTEE
GARUDA HOUSE COMMITTEE
PHOENIX HOUSE COMMITTEE
TULPAR HOUSE COMMITTEE

8TH CSC
CSC COMMITTEES
CSC RELATED COMMITTEES
INTEREST GROUPS
2019 FOC COMMITTEE
CE FEST COMMITTEE

TIMOTHY GOH
CHAN ZHENG YING

ONG HUI XIAN
VIVIAN TAN WEN YAN

JOSHUA ANG
QUEENIE SING KAI QING

GEETIKA LAKHANI
TARANYA GANDHI

ARIEL LIM
ELIJAH WONG

JADE TAY HUI XIN
NG JUNWEI
AMANDA YU
CHEOW SUE-JANE
‘SEAWEED SHAKER FRIES’
‘FARID, REI HRN & SI MIN’
‘KAMAL COOKIES’
JOSEPH TAN
EXCHANGERS

CSC PUBLICITY
HOUSE COMMITTEES

ACE SUBCOMMITTEES

FOC PUBLICITY
ICG PUBLICITY
CE FEST PUBLICITY

CAPT KAMAL
CAPTSLAM (QUEENSWAY)

CAPTSLAM (TANGLIN)
MYCAT

STEER Botswana
STEER Myanmar
STEER Nepal
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